
Assignment 2 – some notes and answers to FAQs  

  

• How do I create ‘a database’ in Oracle?  

There is no need to do anything different. Just create the tables and views the same as you have 

been doing during the labs. We will be able to view them within your account (as long as you grant 
permissions on them).  

• Is the data dictionary in Q2 the same as the output from ‘describe table’?  

No, the data dictionary is the documentation of the physical design of the database, before you have 

implemented it. There may be features/constraints that you would ideally include in the 

implementation, but which you can’t implement in Oracle. These should still be documented in the 

data dictionary.  

• Do I need to include referential integrity constraints for every foreign key in the data 

dictionary?  

Yes, include ON DELETE… and ON UPDATE… for every foreign key in the data dictionary.   

• Does Oracle implement the ON UPDATE CASCADE … foreign key action?  

No.  If you documented this option for any of the foreign keys in your data dictionary, it is OK not to 

implement it (you would have to code it separately)  

• Do I need to create triggers/procedures to handle enterprise constraints?  

No, you’re not expected to do this. Document the constraint and how you would enforce it in the 
data dictionary.   

  

• Some useful stuff on formatting:  

You can use TO_CHAR to format your output: (see e.g. 

https://www.techonthenet.com/oracle/functions/to_char.php )  

• Dates and times in Oracle:  

https://docs.oracle.com/cd/B19306_01/server.102/b14225/ch4datetime.htm  

http://www.akadia.com/services/ora_date_time.html  http://psoug.org/reference/date_func.html  

  

  

• Referring to specific values in the view definitions in Q4:  

You can either hard code them, such as:  

SELECT * FROM ARTIST WHERE LastName = ‘Chagall’;  

  

Or include as parameter, where the user will be prompted for a value when the query is run:  

SELECT * FROM ARTIST WHERE LastName = '&lastname'  

(see  https://www.techonthenet.com/oracle/questions/parameter.php )  
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Answer (Partial): FineFoods4U ERD  

This is the basic structure of the ERD. I’ve only shown primary keys and foreign keys for 

simplicity here (and so as not to give you a complete solution), but I’ll discuss some of the 

attributes later.   

This is the simplest interpretation of the case:  

• Restaurants have potentially many Dishes on offer. They must offer at least one dish, 

otherwise they won’t be in the system. Each Dish would be from a single restaurant, as 

even though different places might offer similar dishes (fish and chips) they are unlikely 

to be identical.  

• A Dish can appear in many Orders, and each Order would include at least one and 

possibly many dishes. We represent this many-to-many relationship with another entity, 

DishOrdered.  

• A Customer may make many Orders over time. They can register without making an 

order. An order is for only a single Customer.   

• A Driver might deliver many Orders over time, but each Order is delivered by a 

single Driver. There may be drivers in the system who haven’t made any deliveries yet.   

I’ve used IDs for primary keys throughout. There aren’t any single attributes that are likely 

to be unique: two restaurants may have the same name, and two dishes may have the same 

name. There may be chains of restaurants so that even the combination of 

RestaurantName+DishName isn’t unique.  

  



 

  

Variations:   

• Recording multiple addresses for a Customer. The customer would have several 

addresses registered, and would choose one of them for an order.   

• Assuming that a driver would take orders for different customers on a single delivery 

run. Ask if any additional information would need to be stored if this was the case.   

• Separate Order and Delivery entities. Several of you did this, with Order and Delivery 

related in a 1:1 mandatory relationship. Although this would work, there is nothing to be 

gained by separating the entities as both would always be completed for a completed 

order delivery.  

Entities that SHOULDN’T be included:  

• Booklet – the booklet referred to is similar to a report, which can be assembled 

dynamically from the information in the other entities when needed.  

Dish 

PK DishID 

  DishName 
FK 1 RestaurantID 

Restaurant 

PK RestaurantID 

  RestaurantName 

Driver 

PK DriverID 

Customer 

PK CustomerID 

Order 

PK OrderID 

FK 1 DriverID 
FK 2 CustomerID 

OrderedDish 

PK , FK 1 DishID 
PK , FK 2 OrderID 

  



• Website – this is an implementation decision. At this stage, we are modelling the data 

requirements of the system.   

• Anything to do with payment – we are told it is out of scope.   

Multivalued attributes   

Ask whether each attribute you put in an entity will be single valued or could have several 

values. For example, if you had an attribute ‘Certifications’ in Restaurant then it’s likely that 

it could take more than one value – e.g.  it could be certified both Vegan AND Organic.   

You can’t have a multivalued attribute in a relation, so you need to do something else with 

it.  

• Assume it can only take one value? No, really not a solution.  

• Assume it can only take a maximum of 2/3/4 values, and have attributes Cert1, Cert2, 

Cert3, … Not a solution. Why 2/3/4? Not extendible to more values without changing 

the structure of the table.   

• Have a long text string for the field and try to search within it? … Gets very messy. 

Not a solution.    

• Have a weak entity Restaurant_Certification in a 1:N relationship with Restaurant?  

Restaurant_Certification would have attributes RestaurantID, CertificationType, 

DateCertified [etc]). This could work, as it would allow you to add as many 

certifications as you like for each restaurant. The main issue with this solution is that it 

doesn’t enforce any consistency in the CertificationType attribute – there is nothing to 

stop typos such as Orgnanic, resulting in incorrect information returned from queries.   

• Have an entity Certification in a M:N relationship with Restaurant, with an 

intersection entity Restaurant_Certification? Certification would have attributes 

CertificationID(PK),  

CertificationType. Restaurant_Certification would have PK 

RestaurantID+CertificationID, and other attributes could be included in this entity. This 

is the best solution, as it enforces consistency of CertificationType through the foreign 

key. This comes at the expense of increased complexity and more joins, so Bill will have 

to weigh up better data against possibly reduced performance.  



Constraints on attributes  

If you’ve got an attribute that takes a single value (such as Suburb in Restaurant) but which 

has a fixed set of allowable values, you need to be able to enforce that constraint. This isn’t 

strictly part of a conceptual ERD, but it is worth thinking ahead to the options for the logical 

design and implementation.   

• Use a CHECK constraint. This is best for a small, limited set of values that isn’t 

going to change, or you will need to alter the constraint every time a new value comes 

along.   

• Use a ‘lookup table’. This is a table containing only the attribute for the values plus a 

PK attribute, e.g. (SuburbID, Suburb). The attribute Suburb in Restaurant is then 

replaced with SuburbID as FK. The two tables are joined to find the restaurant suburb 

name. Again, this enforces consistency at the expense of increased complexity, but is a 

good solution where there may be a large or increasing set of values. It’s also a good 

solution if the same constraint applies to more than one table in the database.   

• The lookup table solution can be simplified to include only the attribute (in this 

example,  

Suburb), in the lookup table. Suburb is PK of the lookup table, and the attribute Suburb 

in Restaurant is defined as FK referencing it. Consistency is still enforced through 

referential integrity, but no joins are required.   

 

 


